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Welcome to Dairy Farmer, the longest established and 
best read specialist dairy title in the UK marketplace.

And while we are proud of our record, we cannot stand 
still. Although market prospects are looking slightly 
better, producers need to use this valuable time to 
ensure their chosen enterprise is running as efficiently 
as it can to secure a rightful place now and in the 
post-Brexit world.

To that end, each month our team of expert writers will 
bring you the latest thinking on a range of topics from 
grassland production and rumen health to parlour 
design.

But while technical competence will be essential for 
future survival, we also have to balance that against 
the political background in which we have to work.  To 
help us with that we have well known industry 
commentators like Ian Potter who asks critical 
questions about where the industry is going and how 
we will get there.

Finally, to keep our feet firmly on the ground, we have 
our team of ‘Cowmen’ commentators, and to help 
soften the edges we have Roger Evans with his very 
own inimitable brand of humour to put a wry smile on 
our faces.

While Dairy Farmer has been communicating with 
farmers for more than 70 years offering the best 
all-round coverage of the technical, veterinary and 
political matters, it also offers an ideal environment to 
present your products.

I am proud to bring you Dairy Farmer and I look 
forward to helping you market your brands to our 
readers.
 
Peter Hollinshead
Editor

Dairy Farmer readers own
1.690,827 dairy cows and produce

more than 12,298,914,208
litres of milk per year
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Reaches the largest number of
farms with 100+ dairy cows

Number of farm holdings reading
Dairy Farmer by herd size

526 large animal vets are
included in Dairy Farmer’s total

readership figure of over
10,500 dairy professionals
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Feature

Maize: New varieties and cultivation tips
Dairy Tech preview

Breeding and Fertility: Improving herd performance

Grassland and Forage: Harvesting, silage machinery and technology

Animal Health 1: Preparing for turnout

Animal Health 2: Summer welfare and disease protection
Grassland UK 2018 preview

Dry Cow Management
Grassland Establishment

Grassland UK 2018 report
Breeding and Fertility special: Beef from dairy, dairy genetics and Al

Housing and Slurry
Youngstock Rearing: Feeding and nutrition, calf health and housing

UK Dairy Day preview
Dairy Show preview

Nutrition: Winter feeding strategies
UK Dairy Day report

Animal Health: Combating disease at housing
Dairy Show report
Fodder crops special focus: (Including maize)

Milking: Latest in parlours and milking technology
Muck and Slurry
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Advertising opportunities

For advertisers, Dairy Farmer provides a range 
of opportunities to build brand and product 
awareness across the whole of the dairy sector. 
Your advert can be placed next to the most 
relevant section for your business.

Dairy Farmer is aimed at farmers at the leading 
edge of dairy production; our readers are 
thoughtful and innovative. Working in 
partnership with the National Farm Research 
Unit, we constantly validate our mailing list to 
ensure Dairy Farmer reaches every single active 
British dairy farm business with 60+ head of 
dairy cows.

Your advertising can be as unique as your  
company. As well as standard display 
advertising and placement, other opportunities 
include wraps, inserts, sponsorship, bellybands, 
gatefolds and more. You can choose unique 
advertising solutions, online and print 
packages, sponsorship opportunities and a 
range of other options that will help you and 
your brand.

Contact details
For all advertising opportunities please call 01772 799 454 or
email display@fginsight.com to discuss with our sales team

AgriBriefing: Reaching deeper and further into UK farming
than any other media group
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Bringing antibiotic 

use down further
Despite the big strides already taken to reduce antibiotic use in agriculture, there is still a 

need to do more. Vet Chris Watson gives us his thoughts on possible areas for attention.

T
he one subject which 

keeps cropping up  

at the moment is  

the danger of anti-

microbial resistance 

for human medicine, and how this 

may be associated with antibiotic 

use in agriculture.

Some milk buyers are already 

looking at aligning herd assurance 

schemes with restricting the on-

farm use of ‘critically important’ 

antibiotics.
On the other hand, the recent 

report from the Responsible Use of 

Medicines in Agriculture (RUMA) 

alliance shows signi�cant reductions 

in the quantity of all antibiotics 

being used in agriculture overall.

However, this does not make  

any impact on the string of recent 

newspaper articles and radio pro-

grammes on the subject, most of 

which imply one of the major prob-

lems in resistance is the high level of  

antibiotic use in agriculture.

We need to be perceived to be 

doing more, not simply with key 

antibiotics, but all antibiotics.

So what practical steps can dairy 

farmers take? �e rules are �rstly, 

just as is currently happening in 

every GP clinic across the country, 

think carefully about whether an 

antibiotic is needed for the clinical 

situation in front of you. Could I 

achieve the same, or even improved 

results, with other treatments?

Methods

Secondly, develop and re�ne  

methods of determining clearly  

and accurately which animals  

would bene�t from antibiotics  

before we use them.

�e two biggest areas of antibiotic 

use in dairy herds are dry cow  

therapy (DCT) and clinical mastitis, 

so how do the rules apply here?

Large quantities of antibiotics  

are used at drying o�. �e main  

aim with the antibiotic part of  

DCT is to treat, and hopefully  

remove, infections from the previ-

ous lactation and improve udder 

health in the subsequent lactation.

If we are to reduce the antibiotic 

part of DCT, we need to clearly 

identify which animals have no 

residual infection to remove. Work 

carried out 20 years ago at ADAS 

Bridgets Experimental Husbandry 

Farm (EHF) showed using somatic 

cell counts (SCC) or milk bacteri-

ology at, or just before, drying o�, 

or even during the whole lactation, 

is not accurate enough and had no 

predictive value for mastitis or SCC 

performance in the next lactation.

�is means we cannot judge  

the possible bene�t of any planned  

selective antibiotic DCT based  

on these parameters alone, as  

the outcome in the next lactation  

is too variable to predict any  

possible advantage.

�e only area which showed 

some hope was the level of clinical 

mastitis during lactation which had 

some correlation. Although still not 

a brilliant marker, cows which had 

higher levels of clinical mastitis  

in one lactation were more likely 

to have a high SCC in the next, so 

ought to receive dry cow antibiotics.

Treatment

With the milking cow, we cannot 

predict a treatment, as with DCT, 

but only respond to clinical situa-

tions and decide whether to use  

an antibiotic or not. A single herd 

study 30 years ago showed that no 

antibiotic treatment for mild mastitis 

cases resulted in a spontaneous  

observed cure rate of 87%.

Even when looking at the  

bacteriology of mastitis samples  

in untreated cows, the cure was  

only slightly worse than when  

using antibiotics.

Other work by Bridgets EHF in 

1997 had the same result. Research 

clearly showed in a case of mild 

“If we are 

to reduce the 

antibiotic part of 

DCT, we need to 

clearly identify 

which animals 

have no residual 

infection to 

remove
Chris Watson
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IANP�er

“We have  
to accept the 
vegan groups 
are no longer a 
flash in the pan 
and are gaining 
popularity, 
mainly through 
social media

L
ast month’s article about the new industry dairy promotion campaign and the innovative Department of Dairy Related Wholesale A�airs prompted a �urry of supportive emails, especially regarding my observations on vegan groups and the rise in popularity  of non-dairy alternative drinks and products.�e vegan movement has been ignited by social media, which it has capitalised on. Twi�er is the movement’s loud hailer for its cause and messages.

For example, a certain two vegans have 1.5 million followers on Facebook and claim they have not spent a single pound on adver-tising. �ey also have 144,000 followers on Instagram for their ‘a�ention grabbing vegan recipes’. Note, they have not mastered a vegan Yorkshire pudding and I hope they never do. �en there is a ‘fat gay vegan’ (his words, not mine), who has also wri�en a book and has 35,000 Facebook followers.
Never any milk
One reader stated: “I have a house in Lon-don occupied by �ve 20 to 35-year olds. �ere is never any milk in the fridge, only soy ‘milk’, oat ‘milk’ or almond ‘milk’. �is is urgent.”
Another said: “�at is a brilliant article I  immediately sent it to my sister in London.  Although not the target age bracket, she is  in the £200 grocery bill a week, but spends less than £5 on milk and other dairy. She gets her food information from her peers, the Sun-day papers and magazine supplements.”Susie Stannard, AHDB’s senior consumer 

insight analyst, also emailed me with several key facts on dairy alternatives and the impact they may have, several of which are worthy of a mention alongside further research by me.While dairy alternatives are witnessing impressive double digit annual growth rates, they are from a very tiny base. However, this does not mean we can ignore the 7% market share they enjoy of the UK milk and alterna-tives market.
Animal welfare is a concern for some con-sumers but, for those who are choosing to cut back, Susie says it does not come close to concerns over health perceptions. Of more concern are ordinary people simply forge�ing   how important dairy is to them and their fam-ilies’ diets, which must be the main focus of industry campaigns. 

Evidently, the decline in dairy consump-tion is from consumers switching the types of food they eat. For example a move away from tea that you put milk in to herbal tea, and a move from eating sandwiches to wraps or stir �res with no dairy ingredients in them. �is eclipses lost dairy sales derived from any trendy switch to veganism.Consumer researcher Mintel predicts dairy sales will drop by 11% in Western Europe by 2020. In contrast, plant-based milk sales in Europe rose almost 20% in the last 12 months. At the same time, Mintel research states in the USA ‘dairy has not lost the ba�le to plant-based alternatives’.We have to accept the vegan groups are no longer a �ash in the pan and are gaining popularity, mainly through social media. Less than 2% of consumers are vegan, but 

This month, Ian Potter warns of the potential impact on the industry of the increasingly 
pronouced vegan message, looks at the upcoming Dairy Tech event, and finally outlines 

some of the qualifications needed for the top Arla farmer post.
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MILKprices
Cuts pick up pace
J� e number of milk buyers cu� ing the milk price has picked up sharply over the last month, including Arla Foods amba which reduced its on-account price for conventional milk from Jan’18 by 2.5 euro cents per kg.
� e company cited the reduction was a consequence of recent falls in commodity markets, where it has seen reductions in bu� er and cheese prices of about 30% in recent months. UK members, however, have had the reduction cushioned, � rstly by the quarterly currency smoothing mechanism (worth +0.64ppl), as well as the reintro-duction of money used to balance U� F cash� ow between Jul’17 and Dec’17 (+0.21ppl).

In addition, there are also a number of new initiatives paying bonuses also starting from Jan’18. Some of these will count in our stan-dard litre from Jan’18, while some, mostly milk collection orientated, will be added at a later date when the timing feels more appropriate.� e � rst of these new bonuses to be included is the Arlagarden Plus 

Incentive (+0.85ppkg/+0.87ppl), where close to 75% of members are understood to have been co-operating through Q4 last year to qualify for the � rst payment starting from Jan’18.
� is bonus added with the currency smoothing and reintro-duction of cash� ow money, keeping in mind that from Jan’18 Arla only operates a manufacturing pricing schedule (based on p/kg), takes our manufacturing standard litre* down 1.3ppl to 31ppl.

Forecasts
� is price includes the current forecast 13th payment for 2018 of 0.81ppkg or 0.83ppl. Our liquid standard litre decreases by 1.23ppl to 29.82ppl, with the same forecast 13th payment.
� e three other incentives start-ing from Jan’18, which we have decided for now not to count towards our standard litres, come under the company’s ‘One Coll-ection’, and combined have the potential to add a further 0.7p/kg, or close to 0.8ppl, to the milk price.

Booths still top-paying retailerJBooths is to decrease its milk price by 0.9ppl from Mar’18. Following its 2ppl increase from Nov’17, the reduction takes our liquid standard litre down to 31.6ppl, but this still maintains the retailer as the top-paying milk price for liquid milk based on our liquid standard litre.

The Muller Co-operative Dairy Group milk price, which tracks the three prices of TSDG, SDDG and Muller Milk Group Direct, is to decrease its quarterly milk price by 0.52ppl from Feb’18.
The decrease follows the 0.98ppl increase from Nov’17 and takes our liquid price down to 28.87ppl.

MILK PRICES

 T: +44 (0) 1200 613118   E: info@fivefalka.com  W: fivefalka.com
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One Shot System

No matter what the challenge is of your sand separation requirements....
DariTech has the solution!!

The SRSystem is based on our innovative sand separators, o�ering revolutionary split dewatering �ight, sand scoop and �xed �ight augers.

We have a solution for you!

THE BEST IN 
SAND SEPARATION!

Scan the QR code  
to watch a video 
of the One Shot 
System now!

What “separates” our SRSystem from other sand separation equipment? 
• Cleaner sand
• Low energy usage• Less wear on equipment• Less cost to purchase, operate and maintain• Operates with broad range of sand sizing

BED WITH SAND?

Sand Cannon System

Patented TechnologyManufactured in the USA!
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